
IM-30/35
YOUR DESKTOP
MAIL EXTRACTOR 
Automatically opens and extracts documents up to  
20 times faster than by hand.



WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST
Neopost is a leading worldwide provider of mailing and shipping solutions. 
Our innovative products and services bring simplicity and efficiency to your 
complete mailing process to make your business run more effectively.

IM-30/35
OPEN AND EXTRACT ALL OF YOUR MAIL 
EASILY, SECURELY AND EFFICIENTLY.

Your inbound mail contains documents that are crucial to your 
business - everything from payments and invoices to important 
customer responses.  All of them need to be processed quickly 
and securely.  That’s where a Neopost IM-30 or IM-35 shines, 
making a big difference in speed, accuracy and efficiency.  If your 
company receives as few as 400 mail pieces a day, then you 
need an IM-30/35.  Not only can each envelope be automatically 
opened on 1, 2 or 3 sides, but the contents can be extracted for 
faster processing and routing. 

SPECIFICATIONS
IM-30 3-SIDED LETTER OPENER
Dimensions: Length: 39.2 in.  Depth: 22.2 in.  Height: 12.8 in.
Weight:  142 lbs. 
Speed:   Up to 2,400 envelopes per hour*
Envelope Size:  Minimum: 5.5” width, 3.3” height, 13 lb. weight
 Maximum: 10.2” width, 6.5” height, 50 lb. weight
Maximum Thickness:  .16 in.
Option(s): Conveyor belt (max 2)

IM-35 3-SIDED LETTER OPENER/EXTRACTOR
Dimensions: Length: 39.2 in.  Depth: 22.2 in.  Height: 12.8 in.
Weight:  142 lbs. 
Speed:   Up to 2,000 envelopes per hour*
Envelope Size:  Minimum: 5.5” width, 3.3” height, 13 lb. weight
 Maximum: 10.2” width, 6.5” height, 50 lb. weight
Maximum Thickness:  .16 in.
Option(s): Conveyor belt (max 2)
 Empty envelope detection
*Depends upon the mode of operation
Note:  Please ensure that Business Reply Envelopes do not have a side-seam

Operating the IM-30/35 couldn’t be easier - just load your unopened mail and press start.

A convenient conveyor system can be added for additional 
hands-free productivity.

Built to perform reliably day-in and day-out, the IM-30/35 
opens envelopes without damaging the contents.

The IM-30/35 handles up to 300 pieces of mixed-size mail 
without presorting - just load the hopper and press start.
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